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MINUTES OF CSO’S CONFERENCE HELD ON 9
TH

 & 10
TH

 SEPTEMBER, 2010. 
 

Adviser (Safety) welcomed the CSO’s who had come from all Zonal Railways to 

attend the conference held in IRITM.  The Safety Officers from Konkan Railway and from 

Kolkata Metro did not attend the Conference; also there was no prior information from their 

side regarding their inability to attend the conference.  CSO/SER could not attend the 

Conference due to being sick; he had, however, advised in advance his inability to attend. 

CSO/NR also did not attend the Conference for which no prior information was available in 

the Safety Directorate.  Both these Railways (SER and NR) deputed their Dy. CSO’s to attend 

the meeting.  

 Adviser (Safety) thanked Director/IRITM and her team for going out of the way to 

make the stay of the CSO’s and other officers from the Board, etc., comfortable.  Efforts made 

by IRITM, of other arrangements during the Conference were appreciated by all officers who 

attended.  

The Minutes of the Conference are recorded under the following heads;  

I. Agenda Items – Safety in train operations. 

II. Agenda Items – Disaster Management 

III. Review of action taken by Zonal Railways on Minutes of the previous CSO 

Conferences held on 22/23 January, 2009, and 12/13 August, 2009. 

IV. Items raised by CSO’s. 

The minutes of the Conference are as under:- 

I. AGENDA ITEMS – SAFETY IN TRAIN OPERATIONS. 

 The Minutes of the CSO Conference have been recorded chronologically as per the 

relevant Para of the Agenda Booklet prepared for the Conference. The Para No. of 

the Agenda is recorded at the beginning of each item.  

1.  Para 1.0  Safety Performance of IR for 2009-10 & 2010-11 (Apr to 15
th

 Aug 10) 

Although number of consequential train accidents have shown a declining trend, 

increase in the number of fatalities, especially in collisions which occurred in the 

recent past is a matter of concern.  It was reiterated for information of all CSOs that 

the figure of ‘Casualties’ includes ‘Fatalities’ (Deaths) and ‘Injuries’. 

Fire in Trains and Collisions continue to be serious areas of concern.  Even a single 

instance can lead to a large number of fatalities.  Zonal Railways should make all 

out efforts to prevent occurrence of such accidents. 

Derailments have shown increase over CR, SCR, ECR and WR during 2009-10.  

During this year, derailments over SWR have increased from nil to 3 upto 15
th

 

August, 2010.  

2.  Para 2.0 Train Accidents on Account of Failure of Railway Staff 

Accidents attributable to ‘Failure of Railway Staff’ constitute between 40% to 50% 

of the total number of accidents. If we exclude cases of unmanned level crossing 

accidents, the remaining can be categorized (other than cases of miscreant activity 

and/or sabotage) under the head of ‘Avoidable Accidents’. It is a matter of concern 

that almost 90% of such ‘Avoidable Accidents’ are on account of ‘Failure of 

Railway Staff’. On the other hand, accidents due to ‘Failure of Equipment’ 

constitute a miniscule percentage of the total.  Such a large proportion of accidents 
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due to Failure of Railway Staff reflects poorly upon the process of recruitment, 

training and monitoring the working of railway staff which is the responsibility of 

the Management. All Zonal Railways need to be sensitized on the above glaring 

inadequacy in our safety performance. 

It also appears that, there is a tendency to attribute instances of Failure of 

Equipment in the responsibility of an accident on failure of the Railway Staff.  

CSOs were advised to carefully go into the norms for compilation of accident 

statistics as recorded in ‘Statistical Manual’ and suggest/ implement suitable 

changes in the format/systems of reporting of consequential train accidents by 

Zonal Railways. 

3.  Para 3.0 Delay in Restoration of Traffic after Track/OHE Fit after 

Accident. 

An accident is classified as a ‘Consequential Train Accident’ based on extent of 

dislocation caused to train services. Any accident results in negative Consequences 

(repercussion) to smooth train operations. The word ‘Consequential’ derives its 

basis from this principle.  It has been seen that in many cases there is substantial 

delay in restoration of traffic after the track/OHE is declared fit for movement of 

trains.  The policy on reporting of train accidents has been amended and it has been 

laid down that the interruption to traffic shall mean the duration from the time of 

accident till starting of first commercial train (Goods or Passenger) on line clear 

from adjacent station for movement over the affected line in the section.  The first 

such train should start within 30 minutes of the track / OHE being declared fit.  If 

there is no commercial train to pass over the affected section, the COM shall certify 

this aspect.  CSOs were advised to keep in view the above changes while reporting 

accidents to Railway Board in future.  Further, they may advise the COMs to get 

these changes incorporated in their respective Accident Manuals. 

4.  Para 4.0 Drive to Check the Effectiveness of Vigilance Control Devices 

(VCD) 

SPAD cases are on the rise. Board has decided for provision of Vigilance Control 

Device (VCD) in all locomotives. Presently, Vigilance Control Device exists on 

some Diesel locos and on all 3 phase Electric locomotives.  

However, the effectiveness of the working of the device in the locos where this has 

been installed needs to be closely monitored. A number of Loco Pilots have 

deactivated this device during run; as also as its functioning was not satisfactory. 

Zonal Railways may conduct a drive at Divisional level to check whether the 

device is in working condition or not, where provided.  

Adviser Safety told CSOs for timely reply on the drive to check functioning of 

VCDs and emphasized that all those VCDs that are not working should be made 

functional 

5.  Para 5.0 Safety/ Security Teams 

Hon’ble MR has once again expressed her concern over the recent accidents which 

have resulted in large number of casualties. General Managers have been advised  

by CRB that all SAG officers at the headquarters of the departments eligible to be 

posted as DRM/ GMs (from Civil, Engg. S&T, Electrical, Safety, Operating, 

Mechanical, Accounts, Stores deptts, as also those working in the Construction 

Organization) may be utilized to conduct inspections and look into allotted areas so 
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as to effect improvement in safety in train operations.  

These officers may be directed to carry out two night inspections per month at 

road-side stations; LC gates or on Footplate; Regular day inspections of 

maintenance practices of all departments, Surprise checks of crew by mobile 

breathalyzer equipments and Ambush checks at unmanned level crossings with 

Police. 

CSOs mentioned that former CRB had also directed to nominate SAG officers of 

headquarters (preferably who have worked as DRM earlier) to look after the entire 

gamut of safety /security aspects on his nominated division.  CSOs recommended 

that the previous nominations should be discontinued.  

6.  Para 7.0 Vision 2020 – Safety Items – Plans and Progress 

The road map for the progress of Indian Railways into the future has been 

presented to the Lok Sabha in the form of Vision 2020 document. An Action Plan 

on it has been requested on items concerning safety. This may be followed up on 

each Zonal Railway by the CSOs with PHODs and submit a plan to Railway Board.  

The Vision 2020 Document prepared by the Railway Board has very ambitious 

targets/ goals. Every effort is required by all departments as also by Zonal Railways 

to work towards it. However, if any Zonal Railway has any reservation on these 

goals/ targets the same may be put across by them to their GM, expressing 

difficulty and indicating help required from the respective departments. If, 

however, even the GMs feel that the goals in one or two cases are not achievable 

the Board may be advised accordingly with full justification.  

It was mentioned that Vision 2020 document aims at zero failure of equipments. 

CSOs mentioned that while there will be failure of equipments, we may aim at zero 

accidents on account of equipment failures.  

Faster restoration to traffic after an accident is equally important and zonal railways 

should improve their preparedness. 

Zonal railways should have tie-ups with reputed Institutes for specialized technical 

input in training.  

7.  Para 8.0 Rail Accident Investigation Cell 

The Rail Accident Investigation Cell was to be developed in IRITM so as to have a 

‘collective wisdom’ on the ‘Art of Investigation of Train Accidents’. This can be 

achieved if a large number of Accident Inquires are compiled and indexed on the 

basis of clues discovered at site, condition of accident at site on the basis of 

photographs, videos, readings of track/ rolling stock, statement of witnesses, etc. 

and thereafter an analysis of each probable cause of accident.  

To develop the cell, data from the Accident Inquires conducted by CRS and from 

important departmental inquires has to be gone into and analyzed. Presentations 

thereafter, have to be prepared which can be given to trainees as a project to decide 

the cause of accident after all the clues etc have been given to them.  

It was emphasized that Accident Management can be made a structured skill. 

However, the present endeavour is to formulate the steps in recording the 

measurements, preservation of clues, conducting the enquiry into the investigation 

of the cause of accidents, analyzing the process followed by the CRS in conducting 

enquiry, etc. Zonal Railways should contribute to IRITM /Lucknow to set up 

RAIC, by sending their Presentation on Inquiry conducted by CRS or by their own 
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SAG/ JAG level officers.   

8.  Para 9.0 Progress on Various Drives – Replies not received or delayed  

Following drives have been launched in the year 2010: 

i. 10 days drive on compliance of laid down instructions/rules for train 

operations in foggy weather. 

ii. 21 days drive to prevent accidents at unmanned level crossing and 

derailments. 

iii. One week drive to prevent drunkenness among train operating staff during 

Holi festival. 

iv. Drive upto 31.03.2010 for safety at unmanned level crossings. 

v. Two weeks drive w.e.f. 01.04.2010 to prevent fire incidences in trains.  

vi. 7 days drive w.e.f. 22.06.2010 targeting safety at unmanned level crossings 

to mark the participation of Indian Railway in International Level Crossing 

Awareness Day (ILCAD). 

vii. Alert advise issued to prevent accidents on account of cyclonic storms, land 

slides and heavy rains during monsoons. 

viii. Alert issued to prevent accidents on account of miscreant activities around 

Independence Day.  

ix. Two days special drive to monitor working of Vigilance Control Device on 

locomotives.  

Feedback not received or delayed from some of the Zonal Railways was discussed. 

CSOs were advised to send the compliance report on drives within the stipulated 

time period so that a brief may be put up to Board Members in time.  

9.  Para 10.0 LED Red Colour Light in Rear of Train 

Suggestion has been received from one of the Railways that LED type Red colour 

light may be provided (on the SLRs) in the rear of passenger trains. The guard will 

switch-ON the LED Red light in the event of foggy weather, or during any 

unscheduled halt, or a derailment to indicate a danger signal to any train that is 

following behind.  

It was presented that a flashing red tail lamp consisting of 120 LEDs giving 

approximately 540 lux illumination may be tried. This will help in locating the train 

ahead by a following train in Automatic sections during foggy weather and prevent 

collisions. A reference is being made to the COM of Zonal Railways to indicate as 

to whether the Guard can undertake this responsibility. The subject was also 

discussed in the meeting.  

CSOs advised that we may look for some alternate solution in the form of audible 

sound when the signal is red.  

Similarly, instead of lime powder mix sprayed on the ballast across the track to 

indicate the presence of an approaching level crossing or signal, this can be 

replaced by Blinkers and Reflectors of suitable colour to indicate position of 

oncoming level crossings, signals, etc.  

10.  Para 11.0 HS Lamp Specifications – Trial 

Signal Directorate of RDSO has cleared for procurement of 750 numbers LED 

based torch light cum flashing Hand Signal Lamps by each of the Zonal Railways 
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from any of the approved vendors. 

Railways were advised to expedite procurement of HS lamps, put them on trial and 

give feedback to RDSO to improve the specifications if required. While CSOs 

mentioned that 750 numbers per Railways may not be adequate, Adviser /Safety 

mentioned that even few hundred numbers may be procured and given to staff for 

use which will be a reasonable sample as this is only for a field trial of an improved 

product. ED/Traffic, RDSO mentioned that Signal Dte in RDSO is also procuring 

500 number of HS lamps, which will be given to some of the divisions for trials.  

Adviser/ Safety emphasized the need for expeditious trials and a report to be sent 

for bringing improvements before the onset of next foggy season.  

11.  Para 12.0 Wheel Gauge Widening 

There were reports for an alarming increase in the number of cases of Gauge 

widening of wheels on both Electric and Diesel locos. Chief Safety Officers of all 

Indian Railways were asked to examine the issue and ensure strict compliance of 

quality control during maintenance in Sheds and Depots, in order to avoid 

derailments and other accidents.  

The RDSO study on wheel gauge widening and suggested measures were 

discussed. Gauge widening cases have particularly been higher on Electric locos 

including on the suburban rolling stock. Adv/Safety mentioned that wheels of 

MEMU and EMUs may also be particularly examined in the car sheds.  

CSO/SECR stated that the issue has been blown out of proportions. There is no 

slackening of wheel disc on the axle. Due to poor casting of wheel discs, the sheds 

and workshops have carried out facing (scraping) of wheel discs. This has, 

therefore, increased the dimension of wheel gauge. He opined that such wheels are 

completely safe. CSO/ER mentioned that on WAP-7 locos, outward buckling of 

wheel discs has been found on his Railway, which RDSO is examining. All CSOs 

were advised to continue to monitor the number of gauge widening cases.  

12.  Para 13.0 Breathalyzer Integration in CMS with Biometric Identification 

Device 

The experiment done on Kota Division was brought to the notice of all CSOs. 

While at the time of signing ‘ON’ and also at signing ‘OFF’ the breathalyzer test is 

mandated, it is essential that random checks are done on running staff during their 

run.   

Integration of breathalyzer equipment in computerized CMS is under consideration 

for quite some time. CRIS has to prepare the standards of interface as Board (MT) 

has approved the above to make the system foolproof, photographing of the 

signing-on crew also needs to be integrated in CMS. CAO (FOIS) has been advised 

to get specification prepared and carry out the works. 

During the GMs conference on 12.01.2010, the subject was discussed and it was 

emphasized that in order to reduce the Train Accidents on account of human 

failures, integration of Breathalyzer Equipments in CMS should be expedited. 

CRIS had earlier confirmed that efforts are on to integrate the Breathalyzer 

equipment alongwith bio-metric identification of signing-on crew in CMS. Some 

trials were also being conducted at GZB crew lobby.  

CSOs may like to watch on the implementation of Crew Management System 

software by CRIS at crew lobbies. The need to have surprise checks through 

portable BA equipment was emphasized. Further, it was mentioned that CMS 
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system, being installed by FOIS, should have integration of BA equipment.  

13.  Para 14.0 Driver’s Biometric Vigilance & Telemetric Control Device 

Electrical dte in Board has approved of a trial with a Driver’s Vigilance Control 

Device. In this system, the driver wears a device of the size of the wrist watch 

strapped to his wrist. The device measures short interval variation in the electro–

dermal parameters of skin and communicates through wireless to a monitoring 

device in the locomotive cab. 

The data is interpreted to find if the driver inside the locomotive is alert or not. It is 

claimed that the system is capable of giving warning about a minute before the 

driver is likely to doze–off and applies brake if the driver does not acknowledges 

the alarm to him. If the driver leaves the locomotive with the device strapped on his 

wrist, the locomotive will not function till the driver with the device returns in cab. 

The will ensure that the locomotive can be driven only in the physical and alert 

presence of the authorized person. 

Above system is to be tried on ten electric locos each on ECoR and SCR. CSO/ 

SCR advised that the device has been put under trial. However, there have been 

instances of false alarm by the devices which is under examination. CSO/ECoR 

mentioned that such devices have not yet been installed on their Railway. CSOs 

were also asked to review if having too many alarm system (devices) on the loco 

would not be counter productive and may cause distraction to the LP/ ALP. CSOs 

may also coordinate with CMEs on their Railway to check if any similar trial is 

planned for diesel locos or not. It would be desirable to have uniformity in the 

policy for all crews.  

14.  Para 15.0 Corporate Safety Plan Progress – Brief 

It may be seen that upto 31.03.2010 (7
th

 year of CSP) there has been 92.27% 

financial progress vis a vis the funds provision made in the CSP book 

(Rs.31,835.01 crore).  

C&AG in its audit of the CSP has mentioned that there is no Action Plan to execute 

the second half of CSP works.  The mid-term performance audit of the CSP has 

revealed that most of the targets/goals set in the Plan on a pro-rata yearly basis have 

been achieved.  

All Railways have now to give a thrust to achieve greater heights in the last 5 years 

of the CSP. It is, therefore, necessary that a revised Action Plan is made on the 

above objective for the 2
nd

 Phase (last 5 years) of the CSP. Directions have already 

been sent to the Zonal Railways for doing this. CSOs were advised to give a 

feedback on it.  

Overloading of wagons to the tune of 20% of those weighed on wayside 

weighbridges was also discussed. CSOs pointed out that except iron-ore and 

manganese, no other item can be overloaded due to dimension constraints of 

wagons. SER had advised overloading of wagons to the tune of 25% in the year 

2008-09. This figure has drastically reduced to 3% in 2009-10. It was suspected 

that reporting of SER on the wagons found overloaded may be incorrect. This fact 

is recorded in the Minutes of the earlier CSO Conference.  

15.  Para 16.0 CADAT Installation 

In pursuance of recommendation No. 308 of RSRC-1998, a new Computer-aided 

Test Scheme (CADAT) for screening of High Speed Train Drivers has been 
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developed and introduced w.e.f. September 2006 at RDSO. As all the Zonal 

Railways sent their drivers to RDSO for the Aptitude Test for the High speed Train 

running, precious man days were lost in transit for conduct of psychological tests 

for the selection of high speed train drivers. For decentralization four CADAT 

centres one each in East, West, North & South has been commissioned in March 

2010 in addition to one at RDSO for conduct of psychological tests for high speed 

drivers.  

All other procedures and norms of existing CADAT test remain unchanged. Now 

High Speed Train Drivers will spend less time in commuting to the nearby test 

centre. CSOs were advised to take note of it.  

RDSO study on the causative factors for accidents was also discussed. It was 

generally agreed that drivers in the age group of 45-55 years are under stress due to 

their family obligations and pressures.  

It was also pointed out that some of the high speed drivers have to perform 

continuous 8 hour duty without stoppage like on Duronto train. The working 

conditions for them need to be improved by providing toilets inside the 

locomotives.  

16.  Para 17.0 Inter Railway Safety Audit – Nomination of Zonal Railways 

Redrawn 

During the last CSOs’ conference, suggestions were received to change the 

nomination of Railways for the inter-Railway safety Audit. Board has since revised 

the nominations. This schedule is effective from January’ 2010. CSOs may now 

organize the inter-Railway safety Audit as per this schedule 

The need of timely inter-railway safety audit and its compliance was discussed. The 

status of inter-railway safety audit and intra-Railway safety audit was presented.  

17.  Para 18.0 Guard/ Driver’s Boxes – Replacement – Committee Formed by 

Board 

A Committee has been formed to study the issues regarding replacement of 

Driver’s and Guard’s boxes with bags/briefcases. 

A study has been conducted by Traffic Directorate of RDSO for rationalization of 

items for personal stores of train crew and their carriage in light weight container. It 

is advised that as a result of rationalization it is possible to carry guard’s equipment 

in a trolley type suitcase and drivers’ equipment in a canvas bag.  

GR 4.9 prescribes certain equipments which driver and guard are required to 

necessarily carry while on duty as his personal equipment. RDSO in its report has 

given details about provisions as per GR, guards’ personal store, brake van 

equipment, drivers’ personal store and items provided in locomotive cabs. RDSO 

has carried out the field study on the items actually being carried by drivers and 

guards and made suggestions.  

CSOs may follow up and advise COM/ CME/ CEEs to pursue.  

18.  Para 19.0 Safety Shield/ Safety Campaigns 

Although there is a trend of reduction in number of accidents on all Indian 

Railways, still large number of deaths in Railway accidents remains a cause of 

concern. Hon’ble MR has directed to make all out efforts to reduce consequential 

train accidents and related casualties. Safety Shield has also not been awarded this 

year.  
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By increasing awareness among the road users the number of unmanned level 

crossing accidents and consequential deaths may be reduced. Recently SMS on 

mobile through campaigns have also been launched to increase awareness among 

the road users in rural areas. Zonal Railways may carry out such campaigns more 

often.  

19.  Para 20.0 Speed Guns Used to Detect Over-Speeding by Drivers 

Allahabad Division of NC Railway has procured hand held portable speed 

measuring device (nicknamed Speed Gun). With this device, the speed of the trains 

can be measured from a distance with a view to check the over-speeding by Loco 

Pilots especially during fog.  

The procurement of hand held portable speed measuring device (nicknamed Speed 

Gun), to measure the speed of the trains from a distance, with a view to check the 

over-speeding by Loco Pilots especially during fog was emphasized. CSOs 

mentioned that introduction of SIMRAN will give accurate data.  

20.  
Para 30.0 Expenditure on Road Safety Works 

The expenditure on Road Safety Works in the last few years on Indian Railways 

has been much less than the Budget allotment. This indicates less priority given by 

Zonal Railways on Road Safety Works under plan head 29 and 30.  The 

performance of almost all the Zonal Railways has not been up to the mark. The 

total expenditure in ROB/RUB and Level Crossings works in the year 2009-10 was 

54.6% and 49% of budget allotment respectively. 

CSO’s have been advised to closely monitor the progress of Road Safety Works on 

their Railways and keep the pressure on the Civil Engineering and S&T Deptt. on 

their Railway for timely execution of works under the head “Road Safety Works”. 

21.  
Para 30.1 to 30.3 Replacement of LC Gates with ROBs/RUBs/ Limited 

Height Subways/ Normal Height Subways 

There are total 1421 ROB/RUB works sanctioned under all heads i.e. Cost Sharing, 

Deposit, BOT, GC/New Line/Doubling, NHAI (787+174+47+50+363) as on 

01.04.2010.  Railways needs to focus more as a large number i.e. 146 of 

ROBs/RUBs are targeted in 2010-11 under cost sharing and only 5 are completed 

till June 2010. 

At present, 797 locations have been identified to be replaced by Limited Height 

Subways over Indian Railways.  Out of these, 516 Nos. have been sanctioned as on 

01.04.2010 and 211 Nos. are targeted to be constructed in the year 2010-11.  

The powers of the GM have recently been revised to sanction limited sub-ways in 

lieu of level crossings and increased to Rs.2.5 crore.  

CSO’s have been advised to pursue with PCE’s and DRM’s for submission of 

proposals for sanction of the Normal Height Subways. Zonal Railways were 

advised to send proposals for construction of normal height subways/RUBs 

wherever technically feasible so that closure of LCs can be affected.  The number 

of such normal height subways/RUBs has been estimated to be about 100 on Indian 

Railways. Only 18 such subways have been identified in 2009-10.  

Adviser Safety stressed upon the advantages of reducing the road rail interface by 

replacements of LC gates with ROBs/RUBs, limited height subways, normal height 

subways.  CSOs were advised to keep the pressure on the Civil Engineering Deptt. 
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on their Railway for expediting the completion of these works. 

22.  Para 30.4 to 30.6 De-Manning of LC Gates having Low TVUs / Closure of 

LC Gates by Diverting and Merging with Adjacent LC 

Gates/ Manning of Level Crossings 

CSO’s have been advised to take follow-up to identify LC gates having low TVUs 

and to impress upon the State Govt. Authorities to reduce the number of unmanned 

level crossings.  Zonal Railways are not taking adequate initiative for de-manning 

of level crossings probably due to reluctance of State Government Authorities to 

give consent.  

There has been emphasis on closure of LC Gates by diverting the traffic and 

merging/combining of unmanned level crossings to adjoining level crossings.  

Once TVUs are merged and sufficient TVUs are arrived at, even up-gradation of 

some of those remaining gates may become justifiable and the advantage thus 

gained should be explained to the local authorities.  Railway may have to acquire 

land for diverting the road traffic.  

Hon,ble MR during budget 2010-11 has pronounced that 3000 LCs are sanctioned 

for manning and further 1000 LCs will be sanctioned in 2010-11. Remaining LCs 

will be manned in next five years. The total target for manning is fixed as 4000 

gates in 2010-11 over Indian Railways and is a challenging task. Railways need to 

focus more to achieve the desired target 

Adviser Safety urged the CSOs to coordinate with the concerned deptt. on the 

Railways to achieve the desired target.  This is all the more important as the 

Railways image has suffered badly due to accidents at unmanned level crossing 

gates. 

CSO W. Railway mentioned that the target of ROBs/RUBs are difficult to achieve 

due to various factors like coordination problems with state authority, getting 

traffic blocks etc. Adviser Safety informed that PCE of NWR has taken up the 

challenge and indicated that they will complete the target.  Similar action is 

expected from the other Railways as well. 

23.  Para 30.8  Shifting of LC Gates Outside Station Limits 

A manned crossing gate located within the outermost points in the station area is 

particularly a major bottleneck for train operations.  In case of stabling of a rake, 

within the point Zone, on a complete track circuited station, the LC gate once 

closed cannot be opened.  Efforts need to be made to shift the existing manned 

level crossings which are within station limits to outside station limits.  

CSOs have been advised to take follow up action in this regard by involving the 

Sr.DOM/Sr.DENs and the DRMs as also COMs in Head Quarters to propose a 

large no. of works for shifting of LC Gates 

24.  Para 30.9 Public Awareness Campaign and Safety Drives etc 

In the past, it was emphasised for educating road users and organizing intensive 

social awareness campaigns through various media like Newspapers, T.V., Radio, 

SMS messages on mobiles, etc.. It was also advised to conduct safety drives and 

ambush checks etc. at unmanned level crossing.  Chief Secretaries of all the State 

Government have been advised for publicity campaign on “Safety at Level 

Crossing”.   

CSOs were advised to organize campaigns through various media like Newspapers, 
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TV, Radio, SMS messages on mobiles etc. to educate the road users to follow the 

norms of safety while crossing unmanned level crossings. CSOs were also 

requested to pursue with the State Govt. for similar action. 

25.  
Para 31.1  Signal Without Light - Failure of Power Supply; Back-Up 

Power Supply 

The blanking off of signals due to non-availability of back-up power supply; and 

Non-reversal of signal to the original aspect or the modified aspect if movement 

has taken place, after restoration of power supply, are a cause of concern. 

A number of incidents of signal becoming no light due to non-availability of back 

up power supply have resulted in cases of overshooting of signals by drivers.  It 

was pointed out that guidelines have been issued by Signalling Dte. to all Zonal 

Railways to ensure adequate back up supply to prevent cases of signal blanking.  

Safety Dte., has also issued instructions on provision of power supply as per the 

Signal Engineering Manual and asked the CSO to get checks done on every station 

to verify that the power supply arrangements are as per SEM provisions. 

CSO NER replied that there is confusion about the term “back up power supply”.  

He mentioned that even with standby sources of power supply, the signal can go 

blank during change over from one source to the other .Only provisions of power 

supply such as integrated Power with battery back up can ensure that signal 

blanking does not take place. 

26.  
Para 31.2 Delay in Track Circuiting, Panel/ Route Relay/ Electronic 

Interlocking 

Provision of complete track circuiting of station section is one of the most 

important & effective safety aid in preventing collisions. Delay in completion of 

track circuiting works sanctioned is a matter of concern.  At some of the locations, 

complete track circuiting is not available even on ‘A’ route (CR, NCR, WCR & 

ER), ‘B’ route (ER, NR, NCR, SCR, ECR & ECoR), ‘C’ route (ER) and ‘D’-

Special route (NR, ECR, ECoR, SER, SECR ,WR & NCR). 

Priority is also to be given for replacement of sanctioned works of over-aged 

Signalling assets by Panel/Route Relay/Electronic Interlocking (PI/RRI/EI). 

Adviser Safety stressed the need to complete the track circuiting, replacements of 

all over aged signalling assets by Panel/Route relay/Electronic interlocking works. 

27.  
Para 31.3 & 31.4 Installation of BPAC / Interlocking of LC Gates 

A large number of stations do not have sanctioned works of BPAC on almost all 

Railways. Provision of BPAC not only enhances safety but also helps in 

operational efficiency.  Follow-up action needs to be taken by Zonal Railways for 

sanction and expeditious completion of these works. 

Out of a total target of 333 level crossing gates to be interlocked in the year 2011-

12, 163 have been interlocked till July 2010.  Eastern Railway, Northern Railway, 

N.F. Railway, SE Railway, Western Railway, EC Railway , ECOR & SECR are 

lagging behind the proportionate target (upto July).  This may be followed up with 

CSTEs for expeditious completion. 
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28.  Para 31.5 Provision/ Maintenance of Data Loggers 

AM/Sig Railway Board has instructed Railways regarding proper upkeep and 

maintenance of data loggers to ensure timely extraction of reports.  The safety 

officers must check the Data loggers during their inspections and follow up with 

the S&T Deptt for removal of deficiencies, if any. 

CSOs are advised to follow up with CSTEs for provision of Data loggers at stations 

not provided with it so far. 

Some of the CSOs mentioned that there is only one firm M/s. EFFTRONICS which 

supplies data loggers. He does not have enough manpower to maintain such a vast 

network of data loggers all over Indian Railways.  At some of the places, even the 

S&T inspectors are not able to download and analyze the data from data loggers.  

Adviser Safety asked the CSO to follow up this matter with CSTEs. 

29.  Para 31.6 Provision of FOG-SAFE Device in Locos 

Board has approved provisions of Fog-safe device in the locos to indicate the 

location of an approach stop signal during foggy season after ascertaining the 

reliability on such a device.  The reliability of Fog-Safe device has to be certified 

by the CSOs. Board has also issued instructions for precautions to be taken for train 

operations during fog 

Adviser Safety advised the CSOs to go through the various instructions/policy 

letters issued by Railway Board on the subject. 

30.  Para 31.7  Exclusive Frequency - Walkie-Talkie/ VHF Sets for ASMs 

Drivers/Guards 

Standardization of the frequency for Walkie-Talkie sets to be used by different 

departments and the staff has been done and circulated to all Zonal Railways. The 

standardization has been done with a view to provide a common frequency to the 

staff of different departments alongwith at least one exclusive frequency separately 

for each department. 

It was reported by CSOs that the VHF frequency allotment issued by Railway 

Board is not being implemented in letter and spirit by Zonal Railways.  CSO ECR 

mentioned that this is happening as some of the departments get the frequency 

adjusted by manufacturer directly at the time of supply.  CSO were advised to take 

up this matter with GMs and get the discipline enforced that frequencies can be 

indicated only by procurement agency i.e. CSTE.  The matter has been viewed 

seriously in Board and CRB has written to all the Zones asking them to confirm 

that the guidelines are being strictly adhered to in this regard. 
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II. AGENDA ITEMS – DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

1.  Para 21.0 Recommendations of High Level Committee on Disaster 

Management -Status of Implementation on Zonal Railways:-  

Implementation of Recommendation nos. 10, 16, 17, 28, 33 and 54 which are 

within the scope of the zonal railways is to be expedited. Some railways have 

verbally told that   these recommendations have already been implemented. Item 

wise detail of compliance should be given.   

2.  Para 22.0 Safety Dept. - Nodal Dept for updating of DM Plans:-  

The Indian Railways’ DM Plan issued in November, 2009 has included all 

Guidelines issued by NDMA. HQ and Divisional Levels should ensure that the 

relevant items of NDMA’s Guidelines as also of Indian Railways DM Plan are 

included in their DM Plans. 

 After review of DM Plans these should be hosted on the rail-net server of the 

Zonal Railways in an interactive format. 

3.  Para 22.1 ISO certification of DM plans:-  

Many CSOs confirmed that their DM Plans is in advance stage of getting ISO-

9000. All Zonal Railways may advise the latest progress on ISO certification of 

their DM Plans. 

4.  Para 23.0 C&AG Performance Audit Report on Disaster Management:  

Some Zonal Railways have stated as a general comment that expeditious action is 

being taken to remove the deficiencies observed in the above Audit Report. Item 

wise detail of compliance has not been given. An updated feedback on items when 

they get complied with, needs to be sent to Railway Board. 

5.  Para 23.2 Major Deficiencies:- 

In last CSOs’ Conference, zone wise list of major deficiencies pointed out in the 

Audit Report, was given and CSOs were advised to take expeditious action to 

remove the observed deficiencies on their respective system and give a feedback. 

Presently, three deficiencies have been highlighted by Principal Director (Railway 

Board Audit):- 

(i) Full scale DM exercise which were to be conducted once every year by 

Railways have not been complied with. Adviser/safety advised that in 

this exercise NDMA should be associated & even 3-4 divisions can 

jointly hold this exercise. 

(ii) Provision of a Disaster Resistant Control Room with communication 

facilities. CSOs told that in some of divisions instead of in the control 

room the TV etc. and other essential requirements of such a Control 

Room have been provided in the room of officers responsible for 

monitoring of Disasters or Accidents. Adviser Safety told that Division 

can make minor modifications suiting to its local condition provided the 

spirit of the directives is followed. 

(iii)Provision of AC Mortuaries:- Except two railways everyone has 

complied with this.  

All Zonal Railways may confirm that action have been taken on the deficiencies as 

noted by the Audit & advise the latest status.  
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6.  Para 24.1 Action Plan for implementation of NDMA Guidelines:- 

NDMA has issued guidelines on the Management of Earthquakes, Cyclones, 

Floods, Medical Preparedness, Chemical disasters, Nuclear and Biological disasters 

etc.  These guidelines are available on the NDMA website. Railways need to 

review their new projects as well as the existing infrastructure to fall in line with 

NDMA guidelines. The salient concerning features of these guidelines should also 

be incorporated in the DM Plans of Zonal Railways.  

Based on the Guidelines for the Management of Natural Calamities like 

Earthquakes and Floods, Addl. Member (CE) has written D.O. letters to the GMs of 

Zonal Railways asking for a detailed position, so that Mitigation Plan can be drawn 

out by RDSO/Railway Board. The same has been reiterated to all CSOs by 

Adviser/Safety for furnishing the Action Plan for implementation of the same. All 

CSOs may follow up this item with their PCEs and GMs for ensuring feedback 

given to RDSO/Railway Board. 

7.  Para 24.2 NDRF- Coordination by CSOs:- 

Zonal Railways were advised to get in touch with NDRF offices at the nearby 

locations to have the first hand knowledge of the resources available with them and 

also to familiarize them with railway related disaster situations and expose them to 

the issues relevant to the rescue and relief of passengers during railway accident.  

As per coordination meeting on 26.7.10 with NDMA following decisions were 

taken: 

Commandant/NDRF located closest to the Divisional Headquarters may be called 

along with a few of his personnel to see the ARMV and ART which may be stabled 

at a convenient location for the duration of this demonstration.  The equipment 

inside the ARMV/ART may be shown. Features of different type of coaches (AC 

and Non-AC coaches), other freight rolling stock especially BTPNs and TPs used 

to carry inflammable products and dangerous Chemicals need to be made aware of 

to the NDRF. 

Regular coordination meetings may be held between the NDRF battalion, 

commandant and the CSOs and representatives of division (DRMs or in his 

absence the ADRM/Sr. DSO).  The first meeting may be held within the next 2 

months from now; thereafter regular meetings be held once every 6 months. CSOs 

may coordinate with concerned NDRF battalion commandant & may furnish the 

latest status. 

The NDMA issues on a yearly basis a calendar of mock drills planned to be 

conducted at different locations. A copy of schedule of mock drills has been given 

to CSOs. Divisional officers may be deputed to take part in mock drills in 

coordination with representatives of NDMA and NDRF battalions located nearest 

to the divisional offices.  

8.  Para 25.0 Relief And Restoration Equipment–ART/ARME 

Railways may review the status of the following:- 

Availability of Diesel locos 

Availability of Diesel locos for turning out ready ART/SPART/ARMV/SPARMV 

in each Railway. Confirmation may be obtained from Sr. DOM on Divisions and 

COMs in headquarters.  In this regard, Adv/TT(M) has written a letter all Zonal 

Railways giving directions to them.  
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Maintenance of Break down crane 

(i) AMC Status of 140 BD Crane 

(ii) Equipment-Availability – items deficient as per HLC 

(iii) Overdue Maintenance/POH of BD Crane. 

(iv) Speeds permitted for ART/ crane. 

(v) Mock Trials/Drills:  Last one year frequency 

All Zonal Railways have been advised to review mock drills in which the break 

down cranes will be put in actual use to tackle de-railed wagons/ coaches under 

similar conditions so as to test its worthiness, as also to keep the crane staff fully 

trained in the use of cranes.   

9.  Para 26.0 Training On Disaster Management:-  

DM Training should also be imparted to on-board and front-line staff.  It is 

observed that certain groups/ category of front line staff are not being trained in 

Disaster Management in ZRTIs, STCs & other Training Institutes. This has to be 

pursued by the Zonal Railways.   

10.  Para 27.0  Implementation Of 10 Hrs Working For Loco Running Staff 

On a number of Zonal Railways this is a matter of concern. A detailed performance 

report was incorporated as part of the Agenda Booklet. Implementation of 10 hrs 

working has to be tried to be achieved. This issue should be regularly coordinated 

with COMs. 

11.  Para 29.0 Status of Drunkenness on Duty:  

All CSOs should monitor that drunkenness policy is followed particularly in 

respect to: 

• Procedure adopted to identify staff as habitual/chronic drunkards? 

• Role of controlling officer/supervisors/authorized medical doctor in 

counseling and rehabilitation/de-addiction. 

• Whether counseling/de-addiction camps are organized in all railways?  If 

yes – through Railways resources or through NGOs? 

• Suitable punishment for ‘Drunkenness on Duty’ awarded to how many 

safety category staff in the last one year? 
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III. REVIEW OF ACTION TAKEN BY ZONAL RAILWAYS ON MINUTES OF 

PREVIOUS CSO’s CONFERENCE HELD ON 22/23 JANUARY, 2009 AND ON 

12/13 AUGUST, 2009 

 

1.0 Role of Safety Officers 

 In both the above mentioned CSO’s Conference this item has been recorded in 

the minutes in detail.  It appears that some of the Zonal Railways are not following the 

guidelines recorded in the minutes.   There continues to be a tendency on the part of a 

few Safety Officers to take over the role of Executive Department.  It was again 

reiterated that the Safety Department has the role broadly of being an Audit 

Department.  They have to specifically deal with Accident Inquiries, coordinate the 

follow up action on the Accident Inquiry Reports (including those of the CRS’s) with 

other departments; follow up on D&AR action against the staff held responsible; 

conduct drives on matters concerning safety, and highlight all issues which can affect 

the safety performance on their Zonal Railway.  

 The CSO’s were apprised of what is specifically mentioned in the minutes of 

the earlier Conference held on 12/13 August, 2009, wherein it is recorded in item 9.1 as 

under:- 

“Follow up of safety rules in train operations, which was earlier the 

responsibility of CSOs /Sr.DSOs now devolves on the officers of the Operating 

department.  The job of the Safety Officer now is to monitor the working of all 

departments (including of Operating department) as an audit wing of the Railways 

through super checks and inspections for ensuring safe train operations.  Any 

irregularity observed by the Safety organization at zonal level should be brought to the 

notice of concerned HOD/PHOD’s and by Sr. DSOs to the concerned divisional heads 

for corrective action.  If PHODs do not respond to their pointing out unsafe conditions, 

or disregard/laxity in safety checks, then the CSOs should highlight these to the notice 

of the GMs.  The safety directorate of Board may also be apprised in case of  unsafe 

conditions. It should also be kept in mind that the views given by Safety organization at 

the Divisional / Zonal level are only recommendatory in nature; it is the Executive 

Departments. on whom onus lies for fixing safety norms, issuing guidelines, etc.” 

 While the role of the Safety Organization is recommendatory, it does not 

absolve them of responsibility if an unsafe condition persists for a long period, or rules 

on safe working of trains, safety norms laid down in maintenance of equipment etc. are 

flouted for long.  

 Accidents on Railways normally have a pattern in which pre-warning of an 

unsafe condition is often given either through an averted accident, or a failure which 

could be potentially unsafe.  If the Safety Officers are alert at the field level, and 

conduct meaningful Inspections (as also are in touch with the Sr. Subordinates and 

officers of all departments and monitor their working), if would be possible, by and 

large, to detect an unsafe condition in advance.  The Safety Officers cannot be absolved 

of their responsibility in this.  A balance has, however, to be kept on facilitating train 

running and ensuring safety.  It is for this reason; Safety Officers have a major role to 

play in Railways working.  
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2.0 Unusual Incidences – Hitting of OHE Mast by trains.                                   

The actual implantation of OHE Masts away from the centre of the track in 

many cases is less than the prescribed distance as given in the Structure Erection 

Drawing (SED).  Number of mast hitting cases is very high on some of the Zonal 

Railways viz. ECR, SER, ER, NR and SCR.  

CSOs were advised to pursue with the CEE and the DRMs for expediting the 

shifting of such OHE masts; it was also to be ensured that during track maintenance 

work, the prescribed distance between the rails and the OHE mast does not get 

reduced.   

The follow up on this item of these Minutes was found to be inadequate.  

3.0 Preventive Action required to reduce Derailments was recorded in earlier minutes 

as under: 

3.1 Phasing out of 4 wheeler Tank Wagon:- 

Phase out four wheeler tank wagons viz., extend road procurement of HSD for 

Railways’ Departmental use (fuelling in locos) and /or expand storage facility at the 

decanting/fuelling locations so as to facilitate use of BTPNs in lieu of TPs. 

3.2 Over-loading Wagons – Weighment:-  

Overloading in wagons; JPO to be followed uniformly on all Railways. Correct 

reporting to be ensured; biased and misreporting as done by SER to be avoided. 

Action on the above needs to be stepped up. 

4.0 Delay in reporting of consequential train accidents to Board has been observed; 

more than 6 hours delay in reporting has occurred on some railways.   

Whenever there is a doubt as to whether an Accident is reportable to Board or 

not, the CSOs/Dy.CSOs may seek clarification from Board’s Safety Directorate.  

CSOs were advised to ensure timely reporting of Accidents to Railway Board. 

 Even now similar situation exists as some Railways avoid giving a message, and 

wait for reaching the threshold limit of Accident before reporting.  

5.0 Accident Inquiries & DAR Cases  

On some Railways, there is considerable delay in finalization of departmental 

accident inquiries. Tendency of giving dissent notes by members of the Inquiry 

Committee on flimsy grounds needs to be curbed. Delay in finalization of D&AR cases 

on some Zonal Railways is a cause of concern. 

CSOs have to follow up with the PHODs and the DRMs and with the other 

Zonal Railways  

6.0 Equipment Failures – Monitoring  

The cumulative position of Equipment Failures, indicates deterioration 

especially in Weld Failures and Coach Failures on an overall basis on Indian 

Railways.    

 It was brought out that poor brake power is not separately reflected in loco 

failures. It was also mentioned that Data logger failures do not get highlighted as it 

does not affect the train running. BPAC failures get highlighted and thus there is an 

improvement in the reliability of this equipment.  
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Bad trends should be identified in the failures of equipment for corrective and 

timely attention. Departments should shed the practice of hiding the failures as it 

hinders the efforts to effect improvement.  

This needs to be repeatedly emphasized by the CSOs on the Executive 

departments.  

7.0 Safety Category - Overdue Refresher and PME – Status 

Overdue refresher and status of Periodic Medical Examination of Staff working 

in Safety Categories has unsatisfactory status on some Zonal Railways. The position of 

the 4 worst Zonal Railways was highlighted in details. While this remains primarily the 

job of the Executive deptts., the CSOs have to chase with the concerned PHODs as 

also highlight the position, wherever it is alarming, to the DRM and GM. 

From the information received, it has been observed that a huge backlog in 

Refresher Course and PME has also been noticed.     

8.0    Monitoring of important Safety items of LC Gates 

Zonal Railways had been advised to submit a position periodically in the 

Proforma circulated. This position is either not being received or gets abnormally 

delayed from a few Zonal Railways. 

All CSOs’ have to ensure that the information in the Proforma  circulated from 

Safety Dte., Railway Board is compiled and sent periodically.   

9.0 Telephone Connection of LC Gates with SM on Independent Wire 

In terms of Board’s letter 2003/Tele/TP/1 Dtd. 08/08/2003, presently only half 

quad (i.e. two wires for one connection), out of six quads have been allocated for gate 

telephone.  There is, however, a problem where one station is connected to even as 

many as 6/7 (or even more) LC Gates. To enhance safety, it is desirable that every Gate 

is connected exclusively on an independent pair of wires, with the ASM to avoid 

confusion in communication between the two. In the interim period, before change-over 

is done, reliable selective ringing arrangements with the Station Master for each of the 

LC Gates need to be progressively provided, where presently more than one manned 

LC gates are being controlled by one station. Zonal Railways have been directed in this 

regard vide Board’s letter dated 30.09.08.  

CSOs have to monitor that follow-up action on the above lines is taken by the 

CSTEs and the DRMs. 

10.0 Pending Recommendations of CRS Accident Inquiry Reports 

The implementation of the accepted recommendations of CRS in the Accident 

Inquiry Reports are to be given due importance by the Zonal Railways. A large number 

of cases are pending wherein action is required to be taken by the Zonal Railways.  

CSOs have to monitor implementation and chase with the concerned PHODs 

and the DRMs.     

11.0 Safety Issues - Signal and Telecommunication 

11.1 Delays in Completion of Track Circuiting Works.  

Provision of complete track circuiting of station section is one of the most 

important & effective safety aid in preventing collisions. Delay in completion of Track 

Circuiting works sanctioned under SRSF especially on ER, ECoR, ECR, NR, SER, 
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SECR & NCR is a matter of concern. CSOs need to emphasise on the CSTEs to give a 

high priority to the remaining SRSF works; they may follow up both in Head Quarters 

as also with the Divisions.  

Policy of Track Circuiting: As per Board’s letter No. 2003/Sig/W/5/1 dated 

13/10/2003, complete track circuiting of station yards on “A”,”B”, “C”, “D” and 

“E.Spl.” have to be done and  track circuiting on “E” route is limited to only FM-FM, 

FM-BSL (straight portion) and FM-HOME (straight portion). However, vide ML’s 

D.O. to all G.M.’s dtd 27/08/2003, it has been advised to cover the turnout portions for 

“E” routes also, for enhancing safety (i) at stations where regular shunting is 

performed (ii) junction stations and (iii) other important stations where trains stop for 

long duration for coach watering/meals etc.  

It is observed that a number of Zonal Railways have not acted on the directions 

given in ML’s D.O. letter.  

CSOs may chase with the CSTEs and the DRMs to ensure that the works get 

proposed and included in Works Programme.  

11.2 Expediting works of Block Proving by Axle Counter as proposed in XIth  Five 

Year Plan 

In terms of Board’s letter no. 2002/Sig/P1/1 dated 09/7/2002 and 96/Sig/PLN/4 

dtd 06/10/2003, Railways were to propose and get BPAC works sanctioned at such 

stations where central panels have already been provided without BPAC and also on 

sections not provided with BPAC in contiguous manner. All stations of A &B routes 

will be provided with axle counters, alongwith block instruments in the first phase even 

if central panel at few stations in between are not existing. 

In terms of Board’s (ML, MT) instructions issued, on 21/09/2005, these stations 

will be upgraded with this system and block instruments removed in second phase using 

the same axle counters. Also all the D Spl, D & E Spl route stations will be provided 

with axle counters alongwith block instruments. 

During XIth plan period, it has been proposed to cover over 3000 block sections 

with BPAC (already provided with Central Panel).  

CSOs may take follow-up action for getting the work sanctioned and then for 

expeditious completion. 

11.3 Lighting of Signals (CLS Territory) – Back-up Power Supply 

In one recent case on CLS territory with Power Supply by OHE, during the 

tripping of the OHE,  an unusual incident of Signal Passing at Danger  occurred on 

2305 Rajdhani Express, as the Signal was blank due to no back- up Power Supply. With 

the incremental speed of trains, increase in the traffic density, reduced length of block 

sections, it is desirable from the safety point of view that blanking of signals is avoided 

by provision of Integrated Power Supply (IPS), Auto Change-over facility, back-up 

power supply etc. especially on trunk routes and high density sections.   

CSOs must ensure that the CSTEs should conduct a review in this regard and 

plan for provision of Integrated Power Supply/back up Power Supply. 

Apart from what is recorded above as part of the earlier Minutes of the CSO’s 

Conference, this item is still very much a safety concern.  This item figures even in the 

Agenda of the current CSO’s Conference.  
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12.0 Disaster Management Training of Railways 

Railway Board has laid down frequency and schedule of training on Disaster 

Management of different levels of Gazetted and Non-Gazetted staff vide a 

Comprehensive Circular issued by the T&MPP Dte. (Railway Board). 

CSOs have to ensure that the PHODs and the DRMs nominate the required 

number of persons from each department for such training modules.  For the Training 

Institutes controlled by the PHOD; on the Zonal Railways the DM training may be 

organized by the respective departments.  CSOs may coordinate this. 

13.0 Analysis of Cause of Train Accidents: 

 ‘Failure of Railway staff’ –  

The  failure of railway staff cases in consequential train accidents are very high 

as they are responsible for about 45% of the total consequential accidents.  This needs 

to be curbed.   

 If we consider “Avoidable Accidents” cases (by excluding sabotage cases and 

unmanned level crossing accidents etc.), the percentage share of Railway staff 

responsibility becomes almost 80-90%.  This is a cause of concern.  CSOs have to 

review this with the safety organization in Headquarters and Divisions and analyse this 

alarming position. The departments involved in train operation may be apprised of this 

analysis. Corrective action can only then be planned.  Board would like a report on the 

above alongwith suggestions and Action Plan for tackling this.  

Zonal Railways where Railway staff failure cases have increased should 

separately take corrective measures.  This will require involvement of those Executive 

Departments who are responsible for the declining trend.    

 There appears to be a tendency in many cases in Inquiry of Train Accidents to 

attribute equipment failure on fault of railway staff.  Every accident which takes place 

on account of failure of equipment should be reported under ‘Equipment Failure’ head 

and not under ‘Failure of Railway Staff’. Some discretion will have to be exercised by 

the CSO in case where there is failure of both. If equipment failure leads to failure of 

Railway staff, the blame should not be put only on failure of Railway staff but it should 

be either shared 50% with both, or, in case of mistakes made by a Railway staff in 

abnormal working, the level of responsibility attributed to Equipment Failure should be  

higher. 

Apart from what is recorded above as part of the earlier Minutes of the CSO’s 

Conference, this item is still very much a safety concern.  This item figures even in the 

Agenda of the current CSO’s Conference.  

14.0 Fire in Trains and Precautions/Inquiries: 

 Fire in train is always a cause of worry as one fire case can result into huge 

fatalities.  In the recent past, there has been a spate of fire incidents involving 

trains/coaches.  There have been cases of fire in SLRs of Mail/Express trains, coaches 

of empty rake stabled at platforms and even 1 case of fire in the pantry car of a 

Rajdhani Express.  An analysis of the cause of fire in coaches in 13 such cases revealed 

that Electrical defect figured as a cause in a majority of cases.  Instructions were 

subsequently issued from Railway Board, Electrical Dte., for precautions to be taken to 

reduce vulnerability.  This may be followed.  There is an urgent need to launch 

extensive drives and to take precautionary measures to prevent such fire incidents.  
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Detailed instructions on this have already been issued jointly by Safety & Security 

Dtes.   CSOs/Sr. DSOs should ensure compliance of these instructions on their 

Railways/Divisions.  

 The effectiveness of fire retardant materials used in coaches need to be checked 

by conducting a simulated trial.  Instructions had been issued on this by the Safety 

Directorate/Railway Board.  The Zonal Railways may involve RDSO also in these 

trials. 

 Maintenance of safety equipment and fire prevention arrangements in the 

Pantry Cars are often neglected in view of their heavy utilization.  The fact that private 

contractors appointed by IRCTC are operating these Pantry Cars make the situation 

more alarming as inspections by Railway officials are generally not done.   To prevent 

any eventuality of fire in Pantry Cars, joint Commercial and Mechanical Circular on 

the safety precautions to be taken in the working of Pantry Cars are urgently required 

to be issued on the Zonal Railways.   This is one of the items laid down in the short-

term Action Plan on safety approved by Hon’ble MR.  Central Railway had issued one 

JPO in this matter some time back and other Railways need to study this and if 

required improve it.  CSOs may insist upon their CMEs and CCMs for issue of JPOs 

for safe operation of Pantry Cars. In case of any delay, this should be brought to the 

notice of General Managers.  Now the contracts of Pantry Cars are to take over back by 

the Zonal Railways; the Safety Organization may again organize checks on all aspects 

of this vulnerable items.  

 Instructions have recently been issued conveying Board’s decision that Zonal 

Railways may nominate a duly trained Inspector Protection Force (Fire)/ Sub-

Inspector Protection Force (Fire) on each Division to assist the Safety   

Officers in conducting train accident inquiries involving fire on trains.  At the 

Zonal Headquarter level, a ASC/ASO (Fire) is to be nominated to monitor the activities 

and training of IPF/SIPF(Fire) of the Divisions.  CSOs may enforce these instructions 

on their Railways.  

15.0 Freight Train Examinations – GDR Check:  

 For safety of train during its run, adequacy of brake power has to be ensured 

which can be achieved by adequate air pressure (or vaccum) in the loco and the last 

vehicle.  It is also important that there should be continuity of air pressure (or vaccum), 

right from the loco to the last vehicle.  In case, these two conditions are fulfilled, the 

loco pilot should have the confidence on the adequacy of brake power only after 

conducting the brake feel test.  No visual examination of the train before start by the 

driver/guard can dilute these three most important requirements for safe running of 

trains. These essentials of GDR check have been reiterated recently by the Board.  

Safety organization at zonal & divisional levels should disseminate these instructions to 

the staff in Safety Seminars and Safety Bulletins. 

16.0 Reduction in Barrier Closure Time: 

With increasing levels of motorization in the country, the expectation of the 

road users has become higher with regard to reduced duration of closure of busy level 

crossings. It has also started affecting line capacity as gates once closed after opening 

cannot be closed again (for passage of the next train) due to a huge waiting queue of 

trucks/ cars/ buses, etc.  
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Wherever the ASM/SM and/or the Gateman is under pressure from the road 

user, they have a tendency to adopt shortcuts. There is an urgent need to reduce 

initially the barrier closure time of interlocked level crossing gates, and then in the 

second phase of other manned gates with higher TVU levels.  

A GPS based device, if provided, say 2 kms. away from the level crossing gate, 

may activate a warning signal at the gate; this will facilitate the gateman to close the 

gate just 1-2 minutes before the train passes the crossing. The duration of closure will 

get reduced from 10-15 minutes at present to 2-3 minutes or definitely less than 4 

minutes.   

All Zonal Railways may examine this. Suggestion from S&T/Civil Engineering 

deptts may be obtained to find a working solution; such trials done in the past have 

failed due to theft of ground equipment and/or solar battery. This concept was till now 

thought of to be adopted to warm road users at unmanned level crossings. A time has 

come to extend this concept to interlocked level crossing gates. COMs had been 

advised vide a letter by Adviser Safety to review such interlocked LC Gates which are 

affecting line capacity.   

17.0 Closure of LC Gates by diverting the traffic and Merging/Combining with 

adjacent LC gates: 

CSOs have been asked to pursue with PCEs/COMs and the DRMs  for closure 

of unmanned level crossings with low TVUs.  There has been emphasis on closure of 

LC Gates by diverting the traffic and merging/combining of unmanned level crossings 

to adjoining level crossings.  Zonal Railways were advised to approach officials of 

Panchayat and District Administration with definite action plan indicating the gates in 

close proximity within a km or so which can be closed by diverting road traffic to an 

adjoining gate for which even a small stretch of road, if required, may be provided by 

the Railways. Once TVUs are merged and sufficient TVUs are arrived at, even  up-

gradation of some of those remaining gates may become justifiable and the advantage 

thus gained should be explained to the local authorities.  Railway may also have to 

acquire a small piece of land for diverting the road traffic. This work could even be 

done by Village Panchayats by Shramdaan by local inhabitants, or by the district 

authorities. At present, a total of 1123 LCs have been identified for closure/merger and 

421 LCs are sanctioned for closure by merger on Indian Railways.  In 2009-10, a total 

of 328 LCs are targeted for closure by merger.    

The Supreme Court has in a PIL given directions for closure of unmanned level 

crossing with low TVUs.  Railways viz. ER, ECoR, NWR, SER, SECR and WR need to 

focus more as large Nos. of LCs are targeted to be closed by these Railways. 

18.0 Organizing Public Awareness Campaigns to Educate Road Users and Launching 

of Safety Drives etc.: 

Safety Deptt. at Zonal / Divisional level has been directed  time and again for 

educating road users and organizing intensive social awareness campaigns through 

SMS on Mobile phone and through various media like Newspapers, T.V., Radio, etc. It 

was also advised to conduct safety drives and ambush checks etc. at unmanned level 

crossings.  Vide CRB’s D.O. letter No.2003/Safety-I/11/1 dated 27-05-2009, General 

Managers and Chief Secretaries of all State Governments have been advised for 

launching publicity campaigns on “Safety at Level Crossing”.  CSOs were advised to 

pursue and monitor the above. Action taken in this matter be advised to Board through 

Safety MCDOs. 
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 Recently Instructions have been given for SMS on Mobile phones to alert and 

educate road users staging close to Level Crossings in rural and semi-urban areas.  

19.0 Canal Crossings:  

  At present, there are about 950 nos. of canal crossings over Indian Railways.  

Years ago, Irrigation Authorities had set up Canal Crossings for their purpose of 

inspection of canals. The pathways (Roads) along the canals have, however, now 

become in many cases public thoroughfares. The gates put up by the Irrigation 

Authorities were normally supposed to be closed to road traffic and only during the 

inspection of the officials of the Irrigation Department, the locks were opened by them. 

In the present situation, these gates are not provided with any lock and no supervision 

is being exercised by the Irrigation Authorities. Where locking arrangements were 

provided earlier, these have been tampered with by the farmers/public, and the passage 

is kept in open condition. 

  Safety of trains is in danger at a number of canal crossings with the increase in 

road traffic. Where the TVUs are high, these locations are potentially unsafe junctions 

of rail and road. The situation becomes worse as there may not be any warning boards 

on the roads approaching   the canal crossings.   There is no ownership of these canal 

crossings at present, neither by Irrigation Authorities nor by the State Authorities          

(or even by Railways) for the purpose of maintenance or review of unsafe conditions.  

We have to examine as to whether some of these canal crossings  have been provided 

with road signs / rumble strips, speed breakers and Whistle Boards for the drivers to 

whistle before approaching canal crossings.   

  It is also important that a census of the road traffic is conducted by the Zonal 

Railways to identify such canal crossings which have become public thoroughfares with 

heavy traffic (high TVUs) making them unsafe for passage of trains. 

  CSOs have been advised to follow up and to identify the extent of the problem 

on the lines suggested above. A feed back in this regard should be intimated to Board. 

 Instructions were issued to Zonal Railways on the above by the Civil Engg. Dte. 

(nodal dte. in Railway Board) to conduct a census on the Canal Crossings of road 

traffic.  Based on its result a decision can be taken to provide rumble strips, road signs 

etc.  

20.0 Un- authorized Crossings: 

 Un- authorized crossings have been made by the villagers/ public at some 

locations by levelling the approaches and track portion. At some locations, even check 

rails have been provided. It is a potentially unsafe area for train operations. Action is 

required by Zonal Railways to conduct census of TVUs on each of these crossings to 

find out such potential unsafe locations and to take measures to stop such un-

authorized crossings.  CSOs have been advised to give a feed back in this regard to 

Board. 
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IV. ITEMS RAISED BY CSO’s. 

Eastern Railway 

(i) As the inspection carriages are common, CSOs do not get inspection carriages, as 

and when required.  

(ii) The norms for minimum number of doctors which should proceed by ARME after 

an accident should be laid down. 

Central Railway  

(i) As per the broadbasing letter by Railway Board, four Dy.HODs have to assist 

Chief Safety Officer at headquarters. For effective monitoring of works, 

preparation of reports and reply of … one JS/ SS officer of the same Department to 

which the CSO belongs may also be provided. (This suggestion was however, 

found impractical for implementation.) 

(ii) JSO/ Psycho post is lying vacant on CR. It may be urgently filled up. 

East Central Railway   

(i) Eight number UMLC gates with zero TVUs have been identified for closure in this 

financial year.  

(ii) RRB selection has been held up due to vigilance enquiry. There are 25% vacancies 

in Diesel Assistants, which is causing concern. 

(iii) 37% of the posts of Gangmen/Gatemen are also lying vacant.  

(iv) New walkie-talkies have been purchased and separate frequency issue is being 

sorted out.  

(v) Too many S&T works are on hand and additional ones sanctioned, but there are 

too few contractors to execute these works resulting in slow progress of works. 

East Coast Railway  

(i) With increase in number of manned LC gates, it becomes difficult for ASM to 

function. We should aim at replacing manned LC with ROB/ RUB or Limited 

Height Subways. Even for embankment with 2.0m height, we may cut the road 

deeper to fit Limited Height Subway.  

(ii) There should be uniformity in distribution of LCs with a Station.  One station 

should not have too many LCs. 

(iii) At manned LCs, a switch can be provided so that exchange of Private Number 

should be possible only after closing of a gate.  There should be some interlocking 

arrangement for road users also. 

(iv) The grade pay of gateman is the same as gangman, so there is no incentive to 

become gateman.  

(v) Safety Counsellor post provided by Executive Department is often work-charged 

post. On expiry of its currency the extension takes prolonged time and CSOs have 

no choice on selecting the individual.  

(vi) Supervisors with good track record are not inclined to join Safety Deptt. for want 

of suitable incentives. 

(vii) In automatic signalling territory, a buffer section ahead the moving train may be 

considered during foggy days. 

(viii) A provision of shrill audible sound at red aspect of stop signals can indicate to the 

Loco Pilot regarding the locality of a Stop Signal during Fog. 
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North Central Railway 

(i) Instances of derailment are happening with BOXNHL (Empty Wagons.  Technical 

parameters perhaps need a review. 

(ii) Technical Departments do not issue copies of technical circulars issued to their 

respective departments, to Safety dte. It becomes difficult to update the field 

officers.  

(iii) At least 2 years tenure should be ensured for Dy.CSOs and they should be 

protected from any harassment by transfer, etc. when they return to their parent 

department, just like it is done in cases of posting in Vigilance.  

(iv) Maintenance of running rooms should be in-house. The contractors staff keep 

changing and there is no control on quality.  

(v) Railway Board website should show the names of CSOs, Dy.CSOs and their phone 

numbers as well.  

North Eastern Railway  

(i) Due to increased number of trains in section, push trolley/ motor trolley 

inspections are not possible. Self propelled inspection carriage should be 

developed.  

(ii) Budget of Safety dte should be charged to General Budget.  

(iii) There should be separate BOS for Safety Deptt. 

Northeast Frontier Railway 

(i) NTPC has made a Joint Venture with their retired staff and India Coffee House to 

maintain their canteens at low expenses. Railways may emulate.  

(ii) Maintenance of data loggers is a problem as there is only one supplier and very 

few staff to maintain it. Multiple vendors should be developed. 

(iii) To make ACD successful we should aim at having more suppliers so that it does 

not remain a propriety item.  

(iv) PCP (control phones) are redundant and seldom used. They can be dispensed with 

in view of proliferation of VHF sets and CUG mobile phones. 

(v) 8-Wheeler Tank Wagons should be provided in ARTs. 

(vi) There should be lenient norms of punishment for those staff who admit their lapses 

in case of accidents. 

North Western Railway 

(i) CRS has recommended to carry out job analysis for busy manned level crossings.  

He has recommended that the duty hours of Gatemen at all higher class Level 

Crossings should be made as 8 hours. 

(ii) The selection process of Gangmen/Gatemen is held up and large number of 

vacancies exists. 

(iii) There should be ADSOs posted in the Divisions under Sr. DSOs. 

Southern Railway 

(i) Old coal fired steam locomotives are being converted to diesel fired locomotives at 

Golden Rock workshop for Nilgiri train (Heritage MG train). It may lead to 

suffocation of passengers as there are tunnels en route. The entire project should be 

audited. 
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(ii) All the sidings for unloading of petroleum tankers should be converted to handle 

half rakes of BTPN. This will help to phase out 4-wheeler tank wagons. There is 

problem of availability of spares for four-wheel OT wagons. 

(iii) There is a need to train staff for management of accidents.  The staff are not 

adequately trained to operate cranes, etc. and there is lack of awareness regarding 

preservation of clues after an accident. 

South Central Railway 

(i) Due to various pressing considerations, 22 train drivers removed in SPAD cases 

have been re-instated by reviewing authority (GM).  The penalty imposed as well 

as revoked should be got vetted from CSOs. 

(ii) Derailment enquiries have revealed that due to severe shortage of P Way staff the 

inspections are not being carried out as per schedule.  

(iii) There are huge vacancies in safety category staff. 

(iv) Coverage of Airtel CUG is only 70-75% of the area of SCR. 

South East Central Railway 

(i) There should be distinctive uniforms for Gatemen, just like private security guards.  

This will give them a sense of importance and also prevent unsavory instances at 

manned LCs. 

(ii) Retro-reflective strips on OHE masts should be provided. 

(iii) There are instructions that 2 inspection carriages should not be attached to a train.  

This hampers movement of officers for Safety Audit Inspections. 

South Western Railway 

(i) Some of the stations are not approachable by road. Therefore, kerosene oil supply 

to remote stations becomes a constraint.  

(ii) Advertisement campaign in electronic media should be launched by the PR Deptt. 

of the Railways to create awareness of UMLC accidents. 

(iii) A ZRTI at Dharwar has been proposed for the new Zone. 

Western Railway 

(i) There have been four derailment cases on new ICF EMU rakes at curves/ turnouts. 

RDSO has been advised to examine. Adviser /Safety mentioned to carry out trials 

at different speeds during lean hours to find out the prima facie reasons.  

(ii) COM does not agree to keep level crossing open to road traffic even though the 

TVU is more than one lakh at some LCs in BRC-ADI and ADI-ST section. 

(iii) Reinstatement of removed staff in SPAD cases sends a wrong message down the 

line. 

(iv) There should be special pay for the Gatemen. 

West Central Railway 

(i) CSO enquired as to which CADAT centre they should sent their high speed drivers 

for Aptitude test. ED/Traffic (psycho), RDSO advised to send them to Western 

Railway.   

 


